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Case Report

Pneumocephalus and Neurologic Deficit Due to Neck Stab Wound in a
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Abstract
Introduction: The presence of air within the intracranial cavity, due to the entry of air secondary to an abnormal communication
after a dural tear, is defined as pneumocephalus and intraventricular pneumocephalus also known as pneumoventricle. Obviously,
common etiologies of pneumocephalus are head injury and cranial surgery. Also, less common non-traumatic causes of pneumocephalus are neoplasm or from a gas-forming organism infection. Although pneumocephalus after spinal penetrating injuries is
rare,it was reported. The object of this report is to describe the case of patient with pneumoventricle after neck spinal stab wound.
Case Presentation: A 29-year-old man presented to ED with complaint of two stab wounds, one of them was located at the right
back chest and the other at the midline neck. Because of the respiratory distress and decreased breath sounds, after taking a chest
X-ray, we realized hemothorax in right hemithorax and placed the chest tube in ED. In addition, in requested neck CT scan, there
was a defuse air in neck spine that spread to his brain. Furthermore, neurologic examination showed weakness in left leg motor
function and loss of pain and temperature sensation in the other leg, which was based on brown-sequard syndrome. Mentioned
patient admitted in neurosurgery department for further follow-up.
Conclusions: Pneumoventricle is rare but it can be established after spinal trauma. By awareness of such possibility, accurate diagnosis by clinical examination and imaging is essential for these types of injuries
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1. Introduction
Pneumocephalus is commonly established after neurosurgical procedure due to iatrogenic spinal dura tear,
but it can also be the result of trauma (1). Post traumatic fractures of temporal bone air cells or paranasal sinuses or skull base can cause dura lacerations and pneumocephalus (1, 2). Spinal dura tears after stab wounds can
also cause to presence of intracranial gas. Three membranes called meninges cover the brain and spinal cord (3).
Subdural space is a space between dura mater and arachnoid mater which is connected to the floor of the third ventricle and intracranial space, also, it is wider in cervical region (3, 4). Although pneumventricle caused by penetrating spinal injury is rare (5), it can be assumed that pneumoventricle may have resulted from air entering the subdural space and lead to the intracranium (1). The entrance
of air in to the cranial cavity is due to one of two possible
mechanisms (6, 7): 1- The leakage of cerebral spinal fluid
causes the negative intracranial pressure and air enters to
equilibrate the pressure differential. 2- The valve mechanism at the wound or fracture site, through which air inters the subarachnoid space but not exits (5, 6). Formation of pneumoventricle may occur immediately or be delayed. Signs and symptoms are often vague and nonspe-

cific. A patient may complain of a headache, dizziness, nausea and vomiting, lethargy, an altered mental status, and
the meningism (1).
In addition, penetrating trauma to the spine can injure
spinal cord too. Generally, spinal cord injury divided to primary and secondary injuries. The spinal cord may be injured primarily by neural elements transection which is
irreversible. Secondary spinal cord injury is a neurologic
deficit that may progress over hours and often not presented immediately (8). Other classification is complete
and incomplete. A complete spinal cord lesion is a total
loss of motor and sensation power distal to the level of
spinal injury. Incomplete spinal injuries are classified as
one of these syndromes: the central cord syndrome, the anterior cord syndrome and Brown-Sequard syndrome. The
central cord syndrome is the most common in which upper extremities are more affected than the lower. The anterior cord syndrome is characterized by paralysis below
the site of spinal cord trauma but the functions of posterior column including touch, vibration and position sensations are preserved (9). Finally, the hemisection of the
spinal cord causes Brown- Sequard syndrome that usually
results from penetrating trauma. In this injury, ascending
dorsal columns, the descending lateral corticospinal tracts
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which both cross in themedulla, and the ascending lateral
spinothalamic tracts, are disrupted (10). The characteristics of mentioned syndrome are the loss of ipsilateral vibration and position sense also motor paralysis but loss of
the contralateral temperature and pain sensation distal to
the location of spinal cord injury. Virtually, the functions
of bowel and bladder are maintained (9). We present the
case that had knife injury to his neck spine developing into
pneumoventricle and the plus signs of Brown-Sequard syndrome.

2. Case Presentation
A previously healthy 29-year-old man visited our emergency department who sustained two stab wounds. One
wound located at the right posterior thorax and the other
was parallel at the third cervical spine. In the moment
of monitoring the patient, in the primary survey, his airway was intact and we fixed the neck collar for him. He
had mild respiratory distress with decreased respiratory
sounds on his right hemithorax without the signs and
symptoms of sucking wound or tension pneumothorax.
He was hemodynamically stable and no hemorrhage detected from wounds. Although he was fully conscious but
the important fact was that he could not flex his left knee
completely. In continues, there was not any pathologic
findings in log roll and rectal exam. After initial steps such
as taking IV line and blood samples, in next clinical examinations, the only abnormality was the loss of temperature and pain sensation in his right leg, in addition, movement disorder and loss of position and vibration senses in
the left leg, that were emphasized the diagnose of BrownSequard syndrome. CXR and neck CT scan was requested.
The evidence of right hemothorax was obvious in the CXR,
so we placed the chest tube that was leading to evacuate
nearly 300 cc blood. The obtained neck CT scan revealed intra spinal air spread to the brain in order to dura tear vice
versa any spinal bone fracture. We positioned the patient
in semi seating with neck Philadelphia collar and supplemental oxygen was ordered. The patient admitted in neurosurgery ICU with surgery consultant for close observation in order to further treatment and prevent other complications. In conclusion, the dura mater was repaired the
day after trauma and chest tube was emitted after three
days. During the hospitalization, the patient remained
conscious with the GCS of 15/15 and the pneumoventricle
did not extent, but the neurologic deficits due to BrownSequard lesion were sustained. Finally, he released after
nine days. In next follow ups, the patient had improved significantly and we realized that his neurologic symptoms
cured completely during two months thereafter.
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3. Discussion
Formation of pneumoventricle may occur immediately or be delayed and as it was mentioned, signs and
symptoms are often vague and nonspecific. A small
amount of the air is asymptomatic and misleading and resolves spontaneously after a few days, however, high inspired oxygen concentration can accelerated its absorption (11). Surgical intervention in order to repair dura
mater defects should only be performed when there is neurological deficit, persistent CSF leakage or infection (1, 12).
Simple X ray, CT scan or MRI diagnose the air in spinal and
cranial space. CT scan is a specific, highly sensitive and costeffective tool in the diagnosis of this condition (6). Even 0.5
cc of air in the intracranial compartment can be detected
by CT scan (6).
Neurological injury caused by penetrating spinal
trauma is a Brown-Sequard lesion in the majority. BrownSequard syndrome includes ipsilateral weakness with
contralateral loss of pain and temperature sensation
which has a relatively good prognosis for spontaneous
recovery (10, 13). In patients with Brown-Sequard syndrome, almost full motor and sense functions may recover
within 6 months after trauma (13) just as our patient who
completely recovered after approximately two months.
Moreover, the recovery prognosis seems more acceptable in patients who have blunt trauma rather than penetrating injury (13).
In conclusion, the goal of these authors with this case
report is to bring this issue to the attention of emergency
specialists to remember of the potential pneumocephalus
after spinal stab wounds. Clinical examination and radiographic imaging are essential for these injuries. In trauma
setting, close observation and if necessary, surgical intervention detect and correct neurological compromise, in
addition, they allow for the most appropriate management of these injuries (1).
Footnote
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Figure 1. Left upper: axial cut of brain CT scan, pneumoventricle; right upper: coronal cut of neck CT scan: air in spinal column; left lower: sagital cut of neck CT scan, air in
spinal column; axial cut of neck CT scan, air in spinal column
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